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APPRECIATING CULTURE IN TEACHING, CASTING AND PRODUCTION 
  
This guide aims to support you in upholding best pracCce when tackling culturally sensiCve issues within your 
work at Laine. We understand that everything we do is aIached to a culture, and that stereotypes exist 
everywhere, but that in order to create unity as teachers and creaCves working towards the common goal of 
preparing young people for a career in the theatre industry, we need to understand the difference between 
cultural appreciaCon and cultural appropriaCon in order to avoid perpetuaCng harmful stereotypes in the 
work we do. 

 It is also important that as a College, we keep abreast of important debates currently occurring within the 
industry; parCcularly those which are focussing on the ethics of casCng where with a character being 
depicted is wriIen as possessing one or more protected characterisCc/s (race, sexual orientaCon, religion, 
etc). At Laine, we choose to follow best industry pracCce to ensure our students have the broadest theatrical 
educaCon possible; ulCmately helping them to become thoughRul and flexible young performers. 

This resource is applicable to all staff and creaCves working with students of all ages and at all levels of 
training at the College. It will be reviewed and updated as oTen as necessary by the Access and ParCcipaCon 
Forum, which comprises four industry representaCves of under-represented groups in Higher EducaCon and 
four student representaCves, alongside members of the Senior Management CommiIee. If users of this 
guide have any immediate quesCons or suggesCons for change, please contact either Jo Black or Rebecca 
EllioI-Moore in the first instance. 

CULTURAL APPROPRIATION 

Cultural appropriaCon is the improper adopCon or exploitaCon of aspects of a culture or external community 
without understanding their value and importance. Cultural appropriaCon is most likely to be harmful when 
aspects of a culture belonging to underrepresented or marginalized groups that have been oppressed or 
exploited in other ways are borrowed without the borrower seeking to educate themselves enough to 
ensure they can discuss/depict and credit those aspects with authenCcity and respect.  

In musical theatre, cultural appropriaCon is defined as the inappropriate borrowing, imitaCon, or 
misrepresentaCon of elements such as music, dance, costumes, language, or narraCves from a culture 
different from that of the creators or performers, resulCng in the distorCon or degradaCon of the original 
culture’s significance.   

As an example 

Some people believe that the portrayal of Vietnamese characters in Miss Saigon falls into the category of 
cultural appropriaCon. Certain audiences have felt that the show perpetuates stereotypes and fails to 
accurately represent the complexiCes of Vietnamese culture, sacrificing truth in favour of dramaCc effect. 

CULTURAL APPRECIATION 

Cultural appreciaCon is the respecRul, culturally informed and credited use of elements from an external 
community or culture.  

As an example 

It is generally agreed that Hamilton appreciates culture rather than appropriaCng it by respecRully and 
authenCcally incorporaCng elements of hip-hop, R&B, and other musical styles into its storytelling. The show 
acknowledges and pays homage to the contribuCons of African American and immigrant communiCes in 
shaping American history, without exploiCng or misrepresenCng their experiences. The creators of Hamilton 
collaborated with arCsts from different cultural backgrounds to ensure accurate and respecRul 
representaCon, demonstraCng a genuine appreciaCon for the cultures being portrayed.  



EDUCATION AND AWARENESS 

Industry Prac<ce  

In the theatre industry, best pracCce encourages all creaCves, including producers, directors, actors, 
musicians, choreographers, and costume designers, to undergo mandatory cultural sensiCvity training. This 
training focusses on understanding the nuances of cultural appropriaCon, the impact it can have on 
communiCes, and how to approach diverse cultural content with respect and authenCcity. This may take the 
form of workshops and seminars on cultural appreciaCon, inviCng experts from various cultural backgrounds 
to share their perspecCves and experiences. These sessions serve to encourage an open dialogue between 
the cast and creaCve team and create a safe space for quesCons and discussions relaCng to cultural 
representaCon in musical theatre.  

Laine Theatre Arts seeks to provide similar training to all staff training through CPD days, and further training 
can be available by request to the Senior Management CommiIee.  

Project Research and Consulta<on 

When working on a specific project, whether it be in class or in rehearsal for performance, the class teacher/
lecturer or creaCve must conduct thorough research into that culture prior to incorporaCng elements from a 
specific culture into their lesson or performance context. This research should involve consultaCon with 
individuals from the culture in quesCon, seeking their guidance to ensure the accurate portrayal of cultural 
aspects.  

The industry representaCve members of the Laine Theatre Arts Access and ParCcipaCon Forum can provide 
advice on appropriate representaCon, language usage, costume, and the handling of other specific cultural 
elements in theatre contexts. They can be contacted through Jo Black at joblack@laine-theatre-arts.co.uk. 

Representa<on and Cas<ng 

Some feel strongly that an actor cannot fully relate to the context and lived experience of a character (and 
therefore avoid misrepresentaCon) if they are not from the same race or culture as that character, or if they 
do not share the character’s protected characterisCcs (i.e. a character is wriIen as gay and Jewish, but the 
actor portraying the character is not).  

It is perhaps more generally agreed that no binary answer currently exists where this quesCon is concerned: 
some roles may require actors to have lived experience of a parCcular kind in order for the portrayal of a role 
to be truthful, and some do not. IdenCfying ‘where the line is’ in respect of casCng according to lived 
experience is sCll under heavy debate within the industry, especially in works that seek to portray the lives of 
real people, or groups of people who exist or have existed in history. The Sharks in West Side Story, for 
instance, are based on the real-life Puerto Rican immigrants who came to New York City during The Great 
MigraCon. Current industry best pracCce suggests that every effort should be made to cast actors whose 
lived experiences are translatable to those of the character or group of characters in quesCon but that actors 
from other backgrounds may play these characters, so long as the real-life backgrounds of these imaginary 
characters have been thoroughly researched, and that the research is used to inform the way in which the 
Sharks are represented within the producCon.  
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In a college performance sehng, it may not be possible to cast students who have lived experience of a 
parCcular cultural background or protected characterisCc in a role. This could be either because such 
diversity does not exist within the company, or because it would be inappropriate for other reasons to cast 
them. By following the West Side Story example, we ensure that research and preparaCon are placed at the 
forefront of our approach to respecCng other cultures regardless of actual lived experience. This should 
involve exploraCon of the character’s heritage, the social, poliCcal and historical context of the piece, and its 
cultural significance within musical theatre landscape. 

If a role is enCrely ficConal, and the character’s race or culture is not consequenCal to the dramaCc narraCve, 
the casCng of that role can be more flexible. In this instance there is more opportunity for the modernisaCon 
and diversificaCon of a piece.  

Rehearsing 

In rehearsals, actors need to be provided with adequate training and the right resources to help them 
portray the cultural elements of a role authenCcally. They should feel confident and well-guided in their 
personal research and safe to share their own unique lived experiences with others in a company sehng. 
EducaCng students on the principles of Global Theatre will also help them to understand how diverse 
cultures and perspecCves can add value, inspiraCon, and influence to the rehearsal process, and encourage 
them to ask quesCons around culture. Directors and choreographers should be open to sharing their 
approaches to areas of cultural sensiCvity with a company.  
  
  
Teaching 
  
Similarly, teachers should also be respecRul of the cultures they reference, and able to provide appropriate 
context to help students understand the significance, history and influence of a culture’s tradiCons. This 
might cover language, music, religion, tradiCons, customs, or other belief systems. It is good pracCce to 
reference pioneering pracCConers from the culture you are exploring in your discussions with students. Be 
prepared with extra resources to offer students who wish to conCnue research in their own Cme.  

  
Collabora<on and Partnerships 

As teachers and creaCves, collaboraCon is part of our everyday way of working. Fostering collaboraCve 
relaConships with arCsts and organisaCons from diverse cultural backgrounds can offer valuable insight, 
promote understanding, and lead to a more authenCc and respecRul representaCon of culture in musical 
theatre. Don’t be afraid to reach out to others with different lived experiences in order to gain further 
understanding of someone else’s culture, but always do your own research, too.  

Tokenism versus Representa<on  

On the surface, diverse representaCon and tokenism may look the same: both will result in something that 
looks like an equal representaCon of people and a mixture of cultural or racial backgrounds, however the 
agenda and intenCon behind the end result is what separates tokenism from true diverse representaCon. 
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Diverse representaCon recognises that individuals with diverse backgrounds enrich and add wisdom to 
conversaCons. It emphasises the idea that the dissimilariCes in experCse and opinions are disCnctly valuable. 
An individual from a less advantaged socio-economic background, for instance, can provide a unique 
perspecCve on financial accessibility that might not occur to those who have always been financially secure. 

Tokenism does not acknowledge perspecCves or value them. CreaCng a diverse cast, for instance, solely 
because you want people who look different is tokenism because the intenCon is either aestheCc or to 
appear diverse and/or inclusive, not because you value the diversity or lived experience of those performers. 

 EXAMPLES OF TOKENISM:  

Cas<ng: 

CasCng diverse performers when they are not ready or prepared for a role, but their diversity Ccks a box. 

Peers: 

Claiming that a parCcular performer ‘only got the role because they are Black’.  

Popular Culture: 

Mimicking cultural tradiCons for fun or for a fashion trend. 

Teaching and Learning: 

- Only referring to the diverse students in the room when teaching about diverse cultures.  

- Using material from a diverse background/ ethnicity with no acknowledgment or reference to the  
 context and culture from which the material came.  

- Choosing a Global Majority student to lead in a role they are not prepared or ready for, just to   
 appear inclusive. 

EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICE – OPENING UP THE ‘CULTURE CONVERSATION’  

1. Celebra<ng other cultures while respec<ng their linguis<c iden<ty and tradi<ons: 
  
Look at how language and inflecCon span race as well as different socioeconomic classes, and how the 
intenCons behind how certain words, phrases, vocal paIerns, and false accents can translate as harmful. Go 
through personal and vicarious experiences of this behaviour with the class by asking students to share 
stories. 
  
2. Social and emo<onal influences 

Open up a conversaCon with students that invites them to look at the social and emoConal connecCons to 
culture that they experience in their own lives. 

3. Understanding the reality behind media representa<on: 
  
Examine musicals, film, literature, music, and other art forms with a strong emphasis on language, as well as 
the way in which popular fashion has impacted their percepCon of cultural appropriaCon. Then encourage 
curiosity through a discussion exploring how diverse cultures are represented in all forms of media. 
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SUMMARY - QUICK CHECKLIST FOR TEACHERS AND CREATIVES 
  
If you are unsure about or quesConing your approach to the cultural significance of creaCve material, try 
asking yourself the following quesCons: 
  
- Is the material offensive to any race, religion, culture, belief, or group of people?-  
- Does it mock/make fun of/or represent a certain group of people/culture/belief in any way? 
- Does it reinforce stereotypes? 
- Did people from the other culture endure negaCve experiences that people from your culture have  
 not? 
- Are you using the material just because it is a trend? 
- Did your friend, who is part of the culture it originated from, tell you that they don’t mind if you use  
 it because it doesn’t offend them? Does this mean it doesn’t maIer? 

 
If your answer to any of these ques<ons is ‘yes’, then you shouldn’t do it. Even if one person isn’t 
offended, it doesn’t mean others won’t be.  
  

END NOTE 

By implemenCng these guidelines, we aim to create a more inclusive and respecRul environment in musical 
theatre, where diverse cultures are celebrated and portrayed with authenCcity and sensiCvity. It is criCcal for 
students to understand cultures different from their own and be able to appreciate—not appropriate them. 
This means we should not shy away from having these challenging conversaCons in the classroom. 

 
If you need any further support in order to implement these guidelines, please contact your line manager. 
Any further ques<ons that arise rela<ng to ma^ers of cultural sensi<vity, please feel free to direct them to 
the A&P Forum via Jo Black. 

Policy reviewed November 2023. Date of next review November 2024 
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